Convenient key-less access with options for added security and remote user management.

Metro® touchpad options provide the security, convenience, and technology to meet the needs of clinicians and management teams. The touchpad systems provide operators with the freedom to access the cart without a key. Cart managers love our Advanced Wireless model as it allows for a wireless network connection from the facility’s computer to the carts for quick fleet updates, user access modifications and audit trail information. For some medication applications, double locking is a must. The Advanced and Advanced Wireless provide the ability to control access to a narcotics drawer, separate from the rest of the cart.
Simple, Secure Access.

Certain applications have more advanced requirements to keep supplies secure and carrying a key is simply not convenient. The Starsys advanced wireless touchpad provides features that control more authorized users via a 4 to 14 digit user identification number or the option to scan an authorized employee badge. The touchpad is battery operated, so there is no need to have dedicated outlets, and it is backed up with a mechanical key lock should the need arise.

Premium Features
- Up to 6000 unique codes to support User/Supervisor identification numbers, proximity ID cards, or facility codes
- Auto-Relock timer
- Access Denied lockout timer
- Battery operated on six replaceable D-Cell batteries
- Cart audit memory retains last 15,000 access events

Optional proximity card access:
- Exclusive Facility Code Access – eliminates the need to setup and manage all individual user cards
- Individual Card Code Access – control access to authorized group of users

Remote Management.

Eliminate hours of cart fleet management by providing the most efficient management of users and cart settings from a single source with remote connectivity.

Visit www.metro.com or call 1-800-992-1776.
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